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Comparison of canonical bases for Schur and universal
enveloping algebras
Ben Webster1
Department of Mathematics, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA
Abstract. We show that the canonical bases in U˙(sln) and the Schur algebra
are compatible; in fact we extend this result to p-canonical bases. This fol-
lows immediately from a fullness result for a functor categorifying this map.
In order to prove this result, we also explain the connections between cate-
gorifications of the Schur algebra which arise from parity sheaves on partial
flag varieties, singular Soergel bimodules and Khovanov and Lauda’s “flag
category,” which are of some independent interest.
1. Introduction
Numerous algebras and representations that appear inLie theory have baseswhich
are called “canonical.” There are a variety of arguments for the importance of these
bases, but surely one of their most desirable properties is that these bases match
under natural maps of algebras.
The example we’ll consider in this paper is the natural projection φ : Uq(sln) →
Sq(d, n) from the quantized universal enveloping algebra to the q-Schur algebra. The
latter algebra actually appears more naturally as the modified quantum group U˙
with idempotents 1λ for the different weights λ added. In this case, the Schur algebra
Sq(d, n) can be thought of as the quotient of U˙ which kills 1λ is λ cannot be written in
the form λ = (a1, . . . , an) with
∑
i ai = d and ai ≥ 0.
The algebra U˙ is endowed with a canonical basis B˙ defined by Lusztig [Lus93],
and the Schur algebra Sq(d, n) with a canonical basis B˙d (also called IC basis) given
by realizing it as the algebra of GLd(Fq)-invariant functions on the space of pairs of
flags of length n (of all possible dimensions) in the space Fdq, and considering the
functions attached the IC sheaves smooth along GLd(Fp)-orbits [BLM90].
Theorem A. Under the map φ, the set B˙ \ (B˙ ∩ kerφ) is sent bijectively to B˙d.
It’s worth noting that this theorem was proven in [SV00]. However, there it is
submerged as a special case of a more general theorem, and new techniques have
appeared in the literature in the time since that paper that allow us to give a more
straightforward and modern proof. Key among these is the notion of a categorical
action introduced by Rouquier [Rou] andKhovanov and Lauda [KL10]. We also give
a generalization of this result to include p-canonical bases, which proceeds along the
same lines. We also include several results which while familiar-sounding to an
expert reader seem not to have made a clear appearance in the literature.
1Supported by the NSF under Grant DMS-1151473
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Themapφ has a categorification which is well-established in the literature (though
its connection to the Schur algebra is perhaps less well-known). For simplicity in the
introduction, we’ll only use categorifications of characteristic 0.
• Thealgebra U˙ is theGrothendieckgroupof a 2-categoryU defined inRouquier
[Rou] andKhovanovandLauda [KL10] (thesedefinitionswere recently shown
to be equivalent by Brundan [Bru]). Actually, we’ll use a slightly modi-
fied category U with the same Grothendieck group. The indecomposable
1-morphisms correspond to the canonical basis B˙ by [Web15, Th. A].
• The algebra Sq(d, n) is categorified by Khovanov and Lauda’s flag category
Flagd [KL10, §5.3]. The indecomposable 1-morphisms correspond to the
canonical basis B˙d, a fact we’ll establish later.
• The map φ is categorified by a 2-functor Φ : U → Flagd defined by Khovanov
and Lauda.
This categorical perspective helps to show the match of the bases above; it fol-
lows immediately from the fact that functor above sends indecomposable objects to
indecomposable objects, itself a consequence of:
Theorem B. The functor Φ is full on 2-morphisms, i.e., it induces a surjective map
HomU(u, v)→ HomFlagd(Φu,Φv) for all 1-morphisms u, v.
Besides its interesting consequence for canonical bases, this also a beautiful illus-
tration of the power of a categorical approach. While it may be that a direct proof
of Theorem A on the level of Schur algebras exists, the author has had no luck in
finding one.
It’s also worth noting that a similar fullness result is proven for sl2 by Beliakova
and Lauda in [BL14]. We will briefly indicate how their result generalizes in this
case.
2. Background
Throughout, we’ll fix a field k which may be of any characteristic.
2.1. Categorified sln. One of the basic objects we’ll consider is the 2-category U
categorifying U˙. Rather than give a full definition of this category, we refer the reader
to a number of papers which give this definition, such as [KL10, Rou, CL15, Web].
We will follow the conventions of [KL10] for simplicity, with the single exception
that we think of the objects as elements of Zn (i.e. the gln weight lattice) rather than
Zn/Z · (1, . . . , 1), the weight lattice of sln. As we mentioned earlier, work of [Bru]
shows that while the definitions given in other papers may not immediately look
equivalent, they in fact are. The important points of the definition are that U is a
graded strict 2-category with:
• objects given by the weight lattice of gln, given by Z
n. In this space there are
distinguished elements αi = (0, . . . , 1,−1, . . .0).
• 1-morphisms freely generated by symbols Ei : λ→ λ + αi and Fi : λ→ λ − αi.
Note that if two vectors do not have the same sum of their entries, then there
are no 1-morphisms linking them.
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• 2-morphisms given by certain diagramswhich induce a biadjunction between
Fi and Ei (up to grading shift), and an isomorphism (up to grading shift)
id
µi+1
µ ⊕EiFi  FiEi ⊕ id
µi
µ
where µ = (µ1, . . . , µn).
Remark 1. Asmentioned above, this is a slight variation on Khovanov and Lauda’s category;
if we consider weights whose entries have a fixed sum d, this is equivalent to Khovanov and
Lauda’s category for weights where the entries sum to d (mod n) (in the weight lattice of sln,
only this residue is well defined) via the natural mapZn → Zn/Z · 〈(1, . . . , 1).
This category carries a duality functor defined in [KL10, §3.3.2] such that Ei and Fi
are self-dual. As mentioned in the introduction, this serves as a categorical avatar of
the canonical basis.
Theorem 2 ([Web15, Th. A]). There is an isomorphism K(U)  Uq(sln). If k has charac-
teristic 0, then the indecomposable self-dual 1-morphisms inU match the basis B˙.
For a general field k, the classes of the self-dual indecomposables only depend
on the characteristic of the field by [Web15, 5.11]; the indecomposables with k = Fp
give a new basis B˙(p), usually called p-canonical or orthodox; this will agree with the
usual canonical basis for p large.
It will be useful for us to consider a slightly larger category; there is a natu-
ral inclusion of U → Usln+1 sending (λ1, . . . , λn) 7→ (λ1, . . . , λn, 0). We let U be the
2-subcatgory given by 1-morphisms in this image, but with 2-morphisms calcu-
lated in Usln+1 . In terms of diagrams, this means we include bubbles (but not open
strands) labeled by the root αn, and include the local relations we expect. The ba-
sis of Khovanov and Lauda given in [KL10] shows that for 1-morphisms u and v,
HomU(u, v)  HomU(u, v) ⊗ k[	n (1),	n (2), · · · ] for the bubbles 	n (k) with label n
and degree k at the far left of the diagram. The resultU is a 2-category with essentially
the same structure asU, but with slightly enlarged endomorphisms. In particular:
Proposition 3. For any indecomposable 1-morphism u inU, its image inU is also indecom-
posable.
Proof. By [Web15, 8.11], the algebra EndU(u) is positively graded with only scalars in
degree 0. By the description above, EndU(u) has the same property, so u is indecom-
posable in U as well. 
2.2. The flag category and the Schur algebra. In this subsection, we’ll discuss the
corresponding story for the Schur algebra. This situation is more complicated, in
that the same categorification of the Schur algebra has appeared in several guises at
different points in the literature, and some explanation is required to explain how
they are connected.
Fix an integer d. Throughout, we let G = GLd(C), and T be its diagonal subgroup.
For each increasing n− 1-tuple 0 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dn−1 ≤ d, we have a corresponding
flag variety Fl(d) with an action of G. Following their notation, letHd := H
∗(Fl(d);k).
We will also at times want to consider the the equivariant cohomology ring HG
d
:=
3
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H∗
G
(Fl(d);k). We let d′ = 0 ≤ d1 ≤ · · · ≤ di−1 ≤ di+1 ≤ · · · ≤ dn−1 and d
i = 0 ≤ d1 ≤ · · · ≤
di ≤ di + 1 ≤ · · · ≤ dn−1. The cohomology ring Hdi contains Hd and Hd′ as subrings
by pullback. Let Hd+i denote the bimodule where Hd′ acts on the left and Hd on the
right, and Hd−i the bimodule where we reverse these actions.
Definition 4. The flag category Flagd is the 2-category given by:
• an object is an (n− 1)-tuple d (note: in [KL10], the objects are defined to be the rings
themselves. This is a distinction without a difference).
• a 1-morphism d→ d′ is an object in the subcategory of Hd′-Hd-bimodules generated
by bimodules of the form Hd±i under tensor, degree shift, direct sum and taking of
summands.
• a 2-morphism is a degree preserving bimodule map.
The equivariant flag category FlagGd is the corresponding category with bimodules over HGd .
Note that Flagd is equipped with a duality induced by the Frobenius structure on
Hd for each d.
We can associate the sln-weight µd = (d1, d2 − d1, d3 − d2, . . . , dn − dn−1, d− dn) to each
increasing (n − 1)-tuple d. The increasing property precisely guarantees that all the
entries of this weight are non-negative. Having fixed d, there is at most one d such
that µ = µd, so we can also index flag varieties and cohomology rings with the weight
µd instead. In [KL10, §6] Khovanov and Lauda construct a functor Φ
′ : U → Flagd,
which sends µ 7→ d if µ = µd and 0 otherwise. This functor sends
Ei 7→ Hd+i(di+1 − di − 1) Fi 7→ Hd−i(di − di−1).
Here M(a) denotes the graded module M with its grading shifted downward. Note
that we have used a slightly different grading shift from [KL10, §6] which matches
better with the geometry; note that the effect is just a shift by a fixed degree on all
bimodules for d and d′ fixed.
This representation is compatible with the inclusionUsln →Usln+1 in the sense that
a weight of the form (λ1, . . . , λn, 0) will give an n-step flag where the last term must
be the whole space for dimension reasons. Thus, the underlying cohomology ring
is unchanged by this inclusion, as are all the bimodules attached to the Chevalley
generators ofUsln . Thus, this inclusion allows us to extend the representation Φ
′ to
a representation Φ of U.
There is a second, more geometric interpretation of this category we should also
discuss. Let X = ⊔µ,ν Fl(µ) × Fl(ν); as with any product of a space with itself, there
is a convolution product of the constructible derived category of X which endows
this space with a monoidal structure. We wish to consider the subcategory of parity
sheaves smooth along the G-orbits, as defined by Juteau, Mautner and Williamson
[JMW14]. This is a monoidal subcategory as shown in [JMW14, 4.8]. If k is character-
istic 0, then parity sheaves are the same as sums of shifts of simple perverse sheaves
smooth along the G-orbits, in which case this follows from the decomposition theo-
rem of Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne. In 2-category language:
Definition 5. Let Pervd be the 2-category where
• objects are weights µ.
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• 1-morphisms ν → µ are parity sheaves over k on Fl(µ) × Fl(ν) which are smooth
along the G-orbits for the diagonal action. The composition of 1-morphisms
Hom(µ, ν) ×Hom(ν, ξ)→ Hom(µ, ξ)
is given by convolution
G ⋆ H := (p13)∗
(
p∗12G ⊗k p
∗
23H
)[
dimFl(µ) + dimFl(ξ)
]
.
• 2-morphisms are morphisms in the constructible derived category.
We think of this as a graded 2-category where grading shift is the translation [1] in the derived
category. A 2-morphism of degree m is thus an element of Extm.
There is also an equivariant versionPervGd of this category, wherewe considerG-equivariant
parity sheaves. We’ll use the notation Perv(G)
d
to indicate either one of these categories.
This 2-category also has an accompanying duality, induced by Verdier duality on
parity sheaves.
While these categories seem very different in nature, they are actually very similar.
The category of bimodules Flagd is (to quote Soergel) the “poor man’s version” of
Pervd, following similar results of Soergel for the complete flag variety [Soe90, Soe00].
Both Theorem 6 and Lemma 8 seem to be “well-known” in the correct circles, but
the author does not believe they have appeared in the literature in this generality
previously.
Theorem 6. We have an equivalence of strict graded 2-categories Pervd  Flagd (resp.
PervGd  FlagGd ) via the 2-functor
G : ν→ µ 7→ H•(G)(Fl(µ) × Fl(ν);G )
compatible with dualities.
Proof. The essential point is that Flagd and the cohomology of parity sheaves in
Fl(µ)×Fl(ν) are both descriptions of singular Soergel bimodules modulo the positive
degree elements in the ring of symmetric polynomials R = H•(BG) = k[x1, . . . , xd]
Sd .
The category FlagGd and equivariant cohomology correspond to Soergel bimodules
without this quotient. Since this case is so similar, we will only consider the non-
equivariant case. We let Sµ ⊂ Sd be the subgroup of the symmetric group acting on
[1, n] which preserves the flag of subsets {1, . . . , d1} ⊂ {1, . . . , d2} ⊂ · · · ⊂ {1, . . . , dn} and
let Rµ = k[x1, . . . , xd]
Sµ = H∗
G
(Fl(µ)).
By definition, a singular Soergel bimodule is a sum of shifts of summands of a
tensor product of the form
(1) Rµ1 ⊗Rν1 Rµ2 ⊗Rν2 · · · ⊗Rνk−1 Rµk ,
for weights with Sµ1 ⊂ Sν1 ⊃ Sµ2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Sνk−1 ⊃ Sµk . The ring R acts diagonally on
these bimodules, and as left or right modules they are free. This shows that
(M ⊗Rν N) ⊗R k  (M ⊗R k) ⊗R¯ν (N ⊗R k)
5
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so Khovanov and Lauda’s bimodules defined in [KL10, 5.6] are reductions of the
formM ⊗R k whereM is a singular Soergel bimodule. Furthermore,
Hom(B¯, B¯′)  k ⊗R Hom(B,B
′),
so we can use [Wil, 7.4.1] to compute the dimension of Hom(B¯, B¯′).
It is not completely obvious that every bimodule of this form is one of Khovanov
and Lauda’s since they do not include all tensor products of bimodules as in (1); they
will only consider triples µi, νi, µi+1 where sk, sk+1 < Sνi and
(2) Sµi = 〈sk, Sνi〉, Sµi+1 = 〈sk+1, Sνi〉. or Sµi = 〈sk+1, Sνi〉, Sµi+1 = 〈sk, Sνi〉.
However, there is considerable redundancy in the description of singular Soergel
bimodules given in (1). By [Wil, 5.4.2], it is only necessary to consider tensor products
corresponding to a choice of “reduced translation sequence” (as defined in [Wil,
§1.3]). In type A, a reduced translation sequence is exactly one as in (2). Thus, Flagd
contains the reduction of any singular Soergel bimodule; that is, the category would
remain unchanged if we defined 1-morphisms to be B¯ := B ⊗R k for B a singular
Soergel module over Rµ and Rµ′ .
Now, we need to establish that the functor H•(Fl(µ) × Fl(ν);−) is an equivalence
of categories compatible with convolution. The proof of equivalence is essentially
the same as that given by Soergel in [Soe00, 4.2.1], but in a slightly more general
context. The categoryof parity sheaves is generated by thepushforward f∗kBS froman
arbitrary generalized Bott-Samelson BS by [JMW14, 4.6]. Thus, we need only prove
full faithfulness and commutation with convolution on these sheaves. Faithfulness
follows from the same argument as [Soe00, 3.2.6] (note that the argument in the
paper is incorrect, and corrected in [Soe]). On the other hand, using [BGS96, 3.4.1],
for parity sheaves F ,G , we have
dimRHom(F ,G ) =
∑
x∈XT×T
dimFx · dimGx,
where Fx is the stalk at the T × T-fixed point x. Note that we are just taking total
dimensions of the cohomology of these complexes; since they are concentrated in
odd or even degrees, that’s the same as the absolute value of Euler characteristic.
Since these dimensions of the stalks Fx also give the multiplicities of ∆- and ∇-flags
on H•(F ), we have that
dimRHom(F ,G ) = dimHom(H•(F ),H•(G ))
by [Wil, 7.4.1]. Thus, we also have fullness.
Commutationwith convolution follows from the compatibility between the hyper-
cohomology functor and pullback and pushforward between partial flag varieties.
Using the notation of [JMW14], we consider the projection πd
′
di
: Fl(di) → Fl(d). We
have H•((πd
′
di
× id)∗(π
d
di
× id)∗F )  Hd+i ⊗Hd H
•(F ) by [WW08, 3.3]. Applying this
inductively, we have an isomorphism
H•(( f1)∗kBS1 ⋆ ( f2)∗kBS2)  H
•( f∗kBS)  B¯BS  B¯BS1 ⊗ B¯BS2
6
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where BS is the Bott-Samelson for the concatenation of the translation sequences
giving BS1 and BS2. Thus, hypercohomology is a 2-functor and thus a 2-equivalence.

Thus, this equivalence allows us to define a 2-functor Φ(G)P : U → Perv
(G)
d
, which
sends
Ei 7→ (πd′ × πd)∗kdi[di+1 − di − 1] Fi 7→ (πd × πd′)∗kdi[di − di−1].
One can think of this as a categorification of the BLM construction. By standard
techniques in e´tale cohomology, if we let XZ be the canonical integral form of X, the
category Perv(G)
d
can be defined using XK for any field K, and will not depend on
the underlying field, as long as we fix k. Taking k = Qℓ,K = F¯p for ℓ and p distinct
primes, the sheaves in Pervd have canonical mixed structures of weight 0.
Attached to amixed sheaf onXF¯p , we have a corresponding function on the rational
points X(Fp) given by the trace of Frobenius. This defines a map τ : K(Perv(G)d ) →
C[X(Fp)]. There is also a BLM map BLM : Sp(d, n)→ C[X(Fp)] which sends
(3) Ei 7→
{
p−di+1+di+1 x ∈ im(πd′ × πd)
0 x < im(πd′ × πd)
Fi 7→
{
p−di+di−1 x ∈ im(πd × πd′)
0 x < im(πd × πd′)
Lemma 7. The map τ is an algebra map, with
τ([ΦP(Ei)]) = BLM(Ei) τ([ΦP(Fi)]) = BLM(Fi).
Proof. The Grothendieck trace formula implies that this map τ sends convolution
of sheaves to convolution of functions, so that shows that τ is an algebra map.
Also, by definition it sends the classes of the sheaves (πd′ × πd)∗kdi[di+1 − di − 1] and
(πd×πd′)∗kdi[di−di−1] to the functions of (3); the powers of p appear because wemust
twist the mixed structure to remain pure of weight 0. 
Lemma 8. The Grothendieck group K(Perv(G)
d
)  K(Flag(G)
d
) is isomorphic to the q-Schur
algebra. If k is of characteristic 0, then the classes of self-dual indecomposable objects
correspond to the canonical basis.
Proof. First, by necessity, wehave amapK(Φ) : U˙→ K(Perv(G)
d
) inducedby the functor
Φ. The latter is spanned by the classes [E(O)] of the unique indecomposable parity
sheaf E(O) with support equal to the orbit closure O¯ by [JMW14, 4.6]. As shown
in the proof of [JMW14, 4.6], there is a reduced translation sequence such that the
pushforward from the Bott-Samelson inPervd is supported on O¯ and containsE(O) as
a summand with multiplicity 1. The class of the pushforward is in the image of K(Φ)
by definition, and we can assume all summands other than E(O) are by induction on
the dimension of O. Thus, the map U˙→ K(Perv(G)
d
) is surjective.
On theotherhand, thekernel ofK(Φ(G)) contains 1µ if Fl(µ) = ∅. Thus,K(Φ
(G)) factors
through the q-Schur algebra, and induces a surjective map Sq(d, n)→ K(Perv(G)d ). The
dimension of these algebras coincide, since both are equal to the number of G-orbits
on X. Thus, the map is an isomorphism.
7
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By Lemma 7, this isomorphism intertwines the maps τ and BLM. If k has char-
acteristic 0, then the indecomposable parity sheaves on X are the simple perverse
sheaves. Thus τ applied to one of these classes is the supertraces of Frobenius on
the stalks of the IC sheaf. This is the same as the image under the map BLM of the
canonical basis, by definition. This completes the proof. 
Thus, as claimed in the introduction, the category Flag(G)
d
or Perv(G)
d
provides a cat-
egorification of Sq(d, n). Note that it if k has characteristic p > 0, the indecomposables
define a p-canonical basis B˙
(p)
d
, which agrees with the canonical basis for p large. We
note that this is compatible with the p-canonical basis on the Hecke algebra defined
by classes of parity sheaves on Fl(1, 2, 3, . . . , n − 1) (see [JMW14, 1.3.4]).
3. Fullness
The main result of this note is that the functor Φ(G)P is “surjective” in an appropriate
sense.
Theorem 9. The functor Φ(G)P : U → Perv
(G)
d
is essentially surjective on 1-morphisms and
full on 2-morphisms (that is, locally full). That is, for any 1-morphisms u → v, we have an
induced surjectionHomU(u, v)։ HomPerv(G)
d
(Φ(G)P u,Φ
(G)
P v).
If n is invertible in k, then the restriction of ΦP to U has the same properties, but the
restriction of ΦGP does not.
We hope the statement of this theorem illustrates why we need to use U instead
ofU; whileU will suffice over a field of large enough characteristic, U allows us to
make a cleaner statement covering the equivariant case as well. Note that it seems
the characteristic requirement seems to be necessary; in [BL14], the authors must
assume 2 is invertible to get the sl2 version of this result.
Lemma 10. Let A and B be k-linear 2-categories such that 2-morphism spaces are always
finite dimensional. Any 2-functorΦ : A→ B which is essentially surjective on 1-morphisms
and full on 2-morphisms induces a surjective map K(Φ) : K(A)→ K(B) that sends the classes
in K(A) of indecomposable objects not in the kernel of K(Φ) to the classes of indecomposable
objects in K(B).
Proof. A full functor induces a surjection End(X)/J(X) ։ End(ΦX)/J(ΦX) on the
quotients of endomorphism rings by Jacobson radical. Thus, if X is indecomposable,
End(X)/J(X) is a division algebra, and End(ΦX)/J(ΦX) must be a division algebra
again or 0. This shows that ΦX is indecomposable or 0.
If X and Y are non-isomorphic indecomposables, End(Φ(X ⊕Y))/J(Φ(X ⊕Y)) must
be 0, a division algebra, or the sum of two division algebras. It cannot contain a 2× 2
matrix algebra over either of these division algebras for dimension reasons, and thus
we must have ΦX  ΦY unless both are 0. 
Applying this result to the functor ΦP immediately gives a proof of Theorem A. In
fact, it gives us a stronger result, which extends this statement to p-canonical bases:
Theorem 11. The map φ induces a bijection between ˙B(p) \ (B˙(p) ∩ kerφ) and B˙
(p)
d
.
8
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We’ll give two proofs of Theorem 9. This may seem redundant but both have
interesting generalizations in different directions, and thus we think both are worth
including.
Proof # 1. Since the natural functor PervGd → Pervd is surjective, let us consider Perv
G
d
first. We order the dimension functions di by pointwise comparison, and induct
downward in this order. This is the same as the usual order on the weight lattice
generated by µ − αi < µ.
We have that Fl(d, d, . . . , d) is a point, so the only non-trivial 1-morphism is the
identity, and its endomorphisms are just the scalars. In this case, fullness is clear.
This establishes the base case.
Assume that we know the theorem for 1-morphisms µ′ → ν′ where either µ′ > µ
or ν′ > ν. Assume that u and v are indecomposable. Recall that U has a “triangular
decomposition” into two subcategories U+ and U− generated by the Ei’s and Fi’s
respectively. We now prove two smaller claims:
(1) if v is not in the image of U−, then HomU(u, v)։ HomPervGd
(ΦGPu,Φ
G
Pv).
(2) if u is not in the image of U+, then HomU(u, v)։ HomPervGd
(ΦGPu,Φ
G
Pv).
Let us first consider (1). If v is not in the image of U− then by [Web15, 5.12], we have
that v is a summand of Eiv
′ for some 1-morphism µ + αi → ν; let e : Eiv
′ → Eiv
′ by an
idempotent whose image is v, and v′′ be the image of 1− e, that is the complementary
summand. By assumption, we have a surjection
HomU(u,Eiv
′)  HomU(Fiu, v
′)։ HomPervGd
(FiΦ
G
Pu,Φ
G
Pv
′)  HomPervGd
(ΦGPu,EiΦ
G
Pv
′).
With we compose this map with the idempotent ΦGPe, then we obtain a surjection
HomU(u,Eiv
′) ։ HomPervGd
(ΦGPu,Φ
G
Pv), which kills HomU(u, v
′′); thus, the induced
map HomU(u,Eiv
′HomPervGd
(ΦGPu,Φ
G
Pv) is surjective as desired. Claim (2) follows by
a symmetric argument.
Thus, it remains to establish HomU(u, v)։ HomPervGd
(ΦGPu,Φ
G
Pv) for u in the image
ofU− and v in the image ofU+. For reasons of weight, the target can only be non-zero
if µ = ν and u = v = idµ. Thus, we must prove that
HomU(idµ, idµ)։ HomPervGd
(idµ, idµ)  H
∗
G(Fl(µ))։ HomPervGd
(idµ, idµ)  H
∗(Fl(µ)).
Recall thatH∗
G
(Fl(µ))  Rµ is generatedby theChern classes ck(Ti) = ek(xdi−1+1, . . . , xdi)
for the tautological bundles Ti = W
i/Wi−1 on Fl(µ) modulo the geometric relations
that ck(Ti) = 0 if k > rkTi = di − di−1. By [KL10, (6.47)], the image of HomU(idµ, idµ) is
the algebra generated by the coefficients of c(Ti+1)/c(Ti). Extending to U gives c(Tn)
as the image of bubbles with label n. Thus the coefficients of c(Ti) for each i lie in this
image, and they generate.
Now consider working non-equivariantly in Pervd. To complete the proof of the
theorem, we need to show that if n is invertible, then HomU(idµ, idµ) surjects to
HomPervd(idµ, idµ)  H
∗(Fl(µ))  R¯µ. The ring R¯µ is isomorphic to the quotient of
Rµ with the additional relation that c(T1) · · · c(Tn) = 1. In this case, the image of
9
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HomU(idµ, idµ) contains
c(Tk)
n = c(T1) · · · c(Tn)
k−1∏
i=1
(c(Ti+1)/c(Ti))
i
n−1∏
i=k
(c(Ti)/c(Ti+1))
n−i.
Thus, if n is invertible then the fractional binomial coefficents
(1/n
m
)
exist and we
can take the nth root of this power series, and thus obtain c(Tk). This shows the
surjectivity. 
Remark 12. While we avoided using these results for the sake of clarity, this argument
essentially uses Rouquier’s Jordan-Ho¨lder decomposition [Rou, 5.8] of a categorical module
for Pervd, with its action of sln × sln on the left and right. The category Pervd has a filtration
whose successive quotients are categorifications of simplemodules for sln×sln. These quotients
are generated by the image of idµ modulo the subcategory generated by weights > µ. Thus,
we can reduce to showing fullness on idµ by [Rou, 5.4], and complete the proof as above.
Proof #2. As inProof # 1, we’ll only considerPervGd . In this proof, we’ll use anopposite
reduction. Instead of relying on the highest weight vectors, we concentrate on the
special weight (1, . . . , 1) when d = n. The corresponding flag variety is the complete
flag variety Fl(1, 2, . . . , n − 1), and the corresponding bimodules are honest Soergel
bimodules. In this case, we can exploit the work of Elias and Khovanov which gives
a diagrammatic description of this category.
We note that we can always increase n by adding a redundant step in the flag,
or decrease n by removing a step where di = di+1. If d j < j, then we must have a
redundancy we can remove to decrease j; thus, we may assume that d j ≥ j for all j.
On the other hand, if d j > j, we can add redundant flags until d j = d j+1 = · · · = dd
j
.
Necessarily, the next step of the flag must be of higher dimension. If we think of this
as a weight of sln, it is a positive integer a1 followed by a1 − 1 zeros, then a2 followed
by a2 − 1 zeros, etc. Thus, we may assume that n = d and our weight is of this form.
We now use the claim:
(1) everymorphism µ→ ν between twoweights of the form above is a summand
of a composition factoring through the weight (1, . . . , 1).
The principle we use here is very simple: if µ is a weight with α∨
i
(µ) > 0, then the
identity functor is a summand of EiFi, by the sl2 relations. It will also considerably
simplify our computation if we note that when Ei acts trivially on this weight space
(as is the case if di−1 = di), then EiFi  id
α∨
i
(µ). Thus, if ai = 2 in one of the examples
above, we have that on the µ-weight category:
Edi+1Fdi+1  id
⊕2 ⊕Fdi+1Edi+1
similarly, if ai = 3, then
Edi+1Edi+2Edi+1Fdi+1Fdi+2Fdi+1  Edi+1Edi+2Fdi+2F
⊕2
di+1
 Edi+1F
⊕2
di+1
 id⊕6
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Thus, if our weight is of the form described above, applying this fact inductively,
we find that whenever d j = j, we have that
(4) id(d j+1−d j)!  Ed j+1Ed j+2 · · ·Ed j+1Ed j+1Ed j+2 · · ·Ed j+1−1 · · ·Edi+1Edi+2Edi+1
Fdi+1Fdi+2Fdi+1 · · ·Fd j+1−1 · · ·Fd j+2Fd j+1Fd j+1 · · ·Fd j+2Fd j+1.
Aficionados of category O will recognize this as the principle that translation off of
and then back onto a wall is a multiple of the identity functor. Applying this for each
d j = j gives the desired factorization.
Thus, it suffices to prove fullness for 1-morphisms of the form u′ ◦ u and v ◦ v′
factoring through (1, . . . , 1) (as we argued earlier, fullness is not harmed by replacing
a module with one that it is a summand of). By the isomorphism
Hom(u′ ◦ u, v ◦ v′)  Hom(vL ◦ u, v′ ◦ uR)
we can now assume that µ = ν = (1, . . . , 1). In this case, every indecomposable
module is a summand of a 1-morphism factoring through a weight space killed
by the map to the Schur algebra (in which case, the fullness is trivial) or it is a
summand of a Bott-Samelson object Zi := Ei1Fi1Ei2Fi2 · · ·EinFin . The image Φ
G
P(Zi) is
a Bott-Samelson bimodule. The Hom spaces between these have been calculated
by Elias and Khovanov [EK10]. Furthermore, in [MSV13, 6.5-6], Mackaay, Stosˇic´
and Vaz show the surjectivity of the map HomU(u, v) ։ HomPervG
d
(ΦGPu,Φ
G
Pv) by
giving diagrams in U which hit each of the Elias and Khovanov’s generators. Thus,
surjectivity follows. 
This fact also has a significant consequence in the theory of categorification. Recall
that Mackaay, Stosˇic´ and Vaz [MSV13] define a categorification S(n, d) of the q-Schur
algebra as a subquotient ofU; one restricts objects to (d1, . . . , dn) where
∑
i di = d, and
then sets to 0 any 1-morphism factoring through objects with any di < 0. As before,
it is really more convenient to use U, and we let S(n, d) to the corresponding quotient
of this category.
Proposition 13. The category S(n, d) is equivalent to PervGd .
We fully expect that as a quotient ofU, the 2-category S(n, d) is equivalent to the
image of the functor ΦP : U → PervGd ; the proof below should work to show this, but
is made a bit more difficult by the fact that the image of EndU(idµ) in H
G
d
is not an
especially well understood ring.
Proof. SinceΦP kills the correct weights, we have a functorΦS : S(n, d)→ PervGd which
we need to show is injective. As suggested in Remark 12, we can show this using
Rouquier’s Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration, or repeating the argument of Proof # 1. In either
case, we reduce to showing it suffices to check injectivity of the map
EndS(n,d)(idµ)→ EndPervGd
(idµ, ).
Let d be the dimensions of the flag corresponding to µ. The target space is simplyHG
d
,
the space of symmetric polynomials for the permutation group Sd. Thus, we need
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only show that the kernel of the map from EndU(1µ, 1µ) to EndPervGd
(1µ, 1µ) is spanned
by classes which are 0 in S(n, d).
Let Bi(u) =
∑
uk 	i (k) be the power series loaded with bubbles	i (k) with label i
and degree k. The image of Bi(u) in H
G
d
is c(Ti)/c(Ti+1) with the convention that Tn+1
is the trivial bundle, so for each i, we have that c(Ti) = Ck(u) =
∏n
k=i Bk(u). Thus, we
need to show that the vanishing of this product in degrees > di − di−1 is one of the
relations of S(n, d). We can prove this by induction on i. If i = n, then the bubble
	i (k) will vanish if it is not fake, which holds when k > d − dn−1.
We consider n− i+ 1 concentric nested bubbles with labels n, n− 1, n− 2, . . . , iwith
thicknesses d− dn, dn− dn−1, . . . , di+1− di, 1, all counterclockwise except the innermost,
and with the only dots being on the innermost. The outside region is labeled with
the weight (d1, d2 − d1, . . . , d − dn, 0). We use this to construct the power series
C′i (u) =
∞∑
a=di−1−di−1
ua+di−di−1+1 a· · · i
i + 1
n
Note that the inner region hasweight (d1, d2−d1, . . . , di−di−1+1,−1, di+1−di, . . . , d−dn),
so if the number of dots a is non-negative, then this diagram vanishes in S(n, d).
The bubble slides show that sliding the innermost bubble out gives a gives that
C′
i
(u) is equal to Bi(u) times a power series loaded with the n − i remaining nested
bubbles, with the innermost now decorated with the elementary symmetric function
of degree b times ub. The result [KLMS12, 4.10] shows that this is the power series
C′
i+1
(u). Thus, we have that C′
i
(u) = Bi(u)C
′
i+1
(u), so by induction C′
i
(u) = Ci(u).
As we noted before, this shows that the coefficients C(a)
i
for a > di − di−1 vanish in
S(n, d). This shows the injectivity of the map, and thus the proof is complete. 
It’s clear that we have a functor S(n, d + n)  PervGd+n → S(n, d)  Perv
G
d which is
induced by the functor U → U which sends (µ1, . . . , µn) → (µ1 − 1, . . . , µn − 1) and is
the identity on 1- and 2-morphisms. Thus, these categories form an inverse system
as in [BL14, §3]. Combining Theorem 9 with the injectivity proven in [KL10, 6.16]
shows that this local system has the same “partial graded locally full and faithful”
property as shown in [BL14, 2.12]. This allows us to generalize their theorem [BL14,
3.2] with the same proof to show that:
Proposition 14. The 2-category U is the inverse limit of the equivariant flag categories
FlagGd . If n is invertible in k thenU is the inverse limit of the categories Flagd. 
Even if n is not invertible, we can writeU as the inverse limit of its image in Flagd
or FlagGd .
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